
Why do people cook (or bake, or otherwise prepare food)?
Make a list of as many reasons as you can think of.
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Logistics

I will be checking in on project 4

Plan on being done 12/1, with show-and-tell 12/4



Ever questioned why we need to clean more than 5 items (cookwares, 
chopping board, containers, stove, kitchen surfaces, dining table...) after 
cooking a meal? This is an ancient system we've used since the beginning of 
fire. But we no longer have to cook over fire.
We found a solution to reduce the 5 items into 1, and then to 0. All while 
enabling unseen simplicity and affordability for robotic cooking. We are 
confident that this is the inevitable future for cooking: not unlike what the 
iPhone is to mobile phones.
We are looking for a co-founder with a mechatronics background and 
experience with consumer electronic products. Other preferable experiences 
include: experience in designing and hacking CNC, 3D printing or robotic arm 
systems, hands on rapid prototyping with retail hardware on the market, 
ingress protection, Arduino/Raspberry pi, DFM, good material knowledge.





INVESTMENT??













In what ways does an internet-connected

make the world a better place?

oven
fridge

thermos
dish rag

microwave
crock-pot
kitchen sink
coffee maker
diet scale



In what ways does an internet-connected

make the world a worse place?

oven
fridge

thermos
dish rag

microwave
crock-pot
kitchen sink
coffee maker
diet scale











Technology isn't neutral
(ideas borrowed from author Andy Crouch)

It can be used for good and bad



Technology isn't neutral
(ideas borrowed from author Andy Crouch)

It can be used for good and bad

But it's moving the world toward "easy everywhere"

And technology embeds the values of its creators
(often subtly or invisibly)

What kind of technology should we be creating? 

(but do we want superpowers?)



What kind of technology will we build?

What are some technologies that make us more human?

What are some technologies that make us less human?

(or ways technology is used?)


